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ABOUT US 

TGSI was established in 2010 and headquartered in Florida, United 
States of America.  
 
TGSI is a leading service provider of advanced solutions to different 
verticals, including Small and Medium Businesses (SMB), Large 
Enterprises (LE), and others in the areas of Education, Healthcare, 
Finance, Manufacturing, Oil & Gas, Governmental Ministries, and 
Operations. 
 
TGSI provides services in the areas of Military Parts, Network 
Connectivity and Infrastructure, Wireless Communication, Cloud-based 
Productivity Tools, and Smart Building Solutions. 
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TGSI delivers all the parts and services necessary to 
improve efficiency and reduce the costs of both 
capital expenditures  and operational expenditures. 

TGSI works with businesses across the United 
States of America and around the World, 
implementing smart solutions that offer its 
customers and end users a wealth of 
applications which enhances work efficiency, 
productivity, and savings. 

TGSI solutions have saved its clients millions of 
dollars in costs of hardware, software licenses, and 
operational costs. 

ABOUT US 
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MISSION & VISION 

MISSION 

 To always strive for greater customer and employee satisfaction. 

 

 To relentlessly pursue research and development to create 

sophisticated solutions and cutting-edge technologies that will 

create a comfortable business environment for our clients and 

contribute to the well-being of society. 

 

 To strive with our united efforts across the Group to secure stable 

and continuous revenue, and hereby fulfill our responsibility to the 

industry 

To be a World-Class and Reputable Company 

that continuously give emphasis on meeting 

the needs of our clients by building on our 

Strengths, without losing sight of our core 

values, the environment and the society. 

VISION 
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CORE VALUES 

 Accuracy in terms of meeting the deadlines and specific details on the drawings 
required. 
 

 We always carry High Quality Standards that is identical to the international 
standards. 
 

 Speed in the performance of work where we have the manpower that can 
accomplish more projects in record time so that the speed associated with 
quality. 
 

 We act with Integrity through honesty, efficiency and reliability. 
 

 Team Work embodies mutual dignity and respect that creates an environment 
that supports common goals. 
 

 We treat everything with Professionalism in all we do, with passionate service 
as our highest priority. 
 

 We give more that is expected of us through our Client Service and toward the 
advancement of our profession. 
 

 We have the courage and conviction to promote Innovation and new methods, 
with an implicit drive to „do it best‟.  
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INNOVATION                              FLEXIBILITY 

INTEGRATION RELIABILITY 

PERFORMANCE 

TGSI „s unique workforce having expertise 

in different Telecommunication sectors with 

over 25 years of experience in creating 

industry-leading technological solutions 

combining the very best elements of 

WiMAX, WiFi, Mesh and Proprietary 

technologies. 

Our systems are topology-agnostic, support 

multiple frequency and possess a universal 

wireless platform that can be tailored to 

individual customer requirements. 

Our systems are easily integrated into 

virtually any network infrastructure, 

including MPLS, due to the inclusion of the 

industry‟s richest set of networking features 

and protocol sets in all our wireless systems 

Over 60,000 devices have withstood the 

most challeng- ing environmental conditions 

on 5 continents and are still operating after 

15 years of continuous use.  TGSI makes 

the most robust systems in the marketplace. 

High-capacity up to 300 Mbps speeds or 

ranges in excess of 60 kilometers. This 

enable us to Create industry-lead- ing 

wireless infrastructures for video, voice and 

data sup- port in metropolitan and regional 

networks with enhanced QoS. 

OUR PERFORMANCE DIFFERENTIATORS 
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We use innovative, proven data-based 
methodologies to implement improvement 

Our team includes industry experts certified in 
Lean and Six Sigma practices 

OUR PERFORMANCE DIFFERENTIATORS 
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Our outstanding team of dedicated, experienced  consultants and 

trainers is a key differentiator. Most of our consultants: 

 Have significant and proven industry experience & credentials 

 Holds a Ph.D. and/or MS degrees from accredited institutions 

 Are Certified Lean Six Sigma Green Belts, Black Belts, and 

Master Black Belts 

 Are affiliated with various professional societies: 

o American Society for Quality (ASQ) 

o Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) 

o Institute of Industrial & Systems Engineers (IISE) 

o International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
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PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
 

TGSI provides services in the areas of 
Network Connectivity and Infrastructure, 
Wireless Communication, IP Telephony, 

Video Conferencing, Cloud based 
productivity tools and Smart Building 

Solutions. 

IT MANAGED SERVICES 
 

TGSI can help deal with the day-to-day 
operations for all of your technology 

domains. Our services integrate 
seamlessly and effectively into your 

environment. As your service provider, 
we manage your technology domain(s) 
end-to-end, offering technical expertise, 
service consistency and flexibility across 

multiple vendors, technologies and 
geographies. 

LOW CURRENT SYSTEMS 
 

TGSI Smart Buildings offer a safe and 
secure environment to its tenants via a 
building management system, access 

control, CCTV, and Fire Alarm systems, 
while offering major savings on energy 
bills by monitoring building occupancy. 

POWER SERVICES SOLUTIONS 
 

TGSI provides traditional electrical 
engineering consulting services to electric 
utility clients and others who require our 

specialized knowledge of design, 
construction, operations, and 

maintenance of utility class electric 
systems. We are focused not only on the 
project at hand, but also the short and 
long-term business goals of our clients. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
 

TGSI transform the office building into a 
functionality rich, always connected 

network that utilizes the latest 
technologies to improve user productivity 

and accessibility to resources. 
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AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

 

• IOT – Internet of Things 

• Hotspot & Mesh Networks 
Solutions 

• Wireless Connectivity, 
LAN & Mobile Broadband 

• Video Surveillance 

• Acquisition of Spare Parts 
and equipment for Military, 
Government, Industry and 
Healthcare 

Universal leader in 

Wireless Networking 
Equipment 

• Point-to-Point 

• Point to Multi-Point 

• Wireless Backhaul 

• HotSpot (WiFi) 

• Wireless Security & 
Surveillance 

• Rural Internet and 
Telephony 

• Metro Mesh Networks 

Wireless Broadband 

Solutions 
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IoT – INTERNET OF THINGS 

The "Internet of things" (IoT) is becoming an increasingly growing topic of conversation both 

in the workplace and outside of it. It's a concept that not only has the potential to impact 

how we live but also how we work. But what exactly is the "Internet of things" and what 

impact is it going to have on us, if any? 

 

Simply put, this is the concept of basically connecting any device with an on and off switch to 

the Internet (and/or to each other). This includes everything from cellphones, coffee makers, 

washing machines, headphones, lamps, wearable devices and almost anything else you can 

think of.  This also applies to components of machines, for example a jet engine of an 

airplane or the drill of an oil rig. 

 

Broadband Internet has become more widely available, the cost of connecting is decreasing, 

more devices are being created with Wi-Fi capabilities and sensors built into them, 

technology costs are going down, and smartphone penetration is sky-rocketing. 
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KEY FEATURES: 

 

• Safety and Security 

• Wellness 

• On-Demand and Streaming 

Services 

• Augmented and Virtual 

Reality 

• Geofencing 

• Aging-in-Place 

• Entertainment 

• Energy 

• Mass Adoption 

 

The Internet can be described as a ubiquitous infrastructure that has evolved from being a 

technology for connecting people and places to a technology connecting things. The future is 

the Internet of Things (IoT), which aims to unify everything in our world under a common 

infrastructure, giving us not only control of the things around us, but also keeping us 

informed of the state of the things around us.  

 

There are an exceptional number of applications that can make use of the Internet of Things, 

from home and office automation to production line and retail product tracking. The number 

of applications is endless. For each application, a particular IoT service can be applied in 

order to optimize application development and speed up application implementation. 

KEY SERVICES: 

 

• Identity-Related Services 

• Information Aggregation Services 

• Collaborative-Aware Services 

• Ubiquitous Services 

 



POINT-TO-POINT SOLUTIONS 

The Point-to-Point Link is ideal for Government, Municipalities, operators and wireless ISPs 

that are deploying city hot zones. It can also be used for connecting remote office buildings. 

Designed as an integrated system that is easy to install and requires no external outdoor 

casing, cables and other accessories, it is a cost-effective solution for wireless projects. 

 

The Point-to-Point Link can work as a broadband backbone for hotspots, outdoor coverage 

access points and DSL switches. Carriers will find the Point-to-Point Link attractive because 

it can be used to distribute fiber optic network capacity and acts as a broadband backbone 

for DSL switches and routers. 

 

For creating such connections we recommend to use our 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz wireless Outdoor 

Point-to-Point Bridge Kit, Outdoor Bridge High power or Multiband Router. 
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POINT TO MULTI-POINT SOLUTIONS 

The Point-to-Multi Point Link is ideal for Government, Municipalities, operators and wireless 

ISPs that are deploying large hot zones and even citywide wireless networks. It is also 

recommended for university campuses and corporate locations with numerous buildings 

spread out over a significant area. Designed as an integrated system that is easy to install 

and requires no external outdoor casing, it is a cost-effective solution for wireless projects. 

The Point-to-Multi Point Link can work as a broadband backbone for Hotspot locations, 

outdoor access points and DSL switches. Carriers will find the Point-to-Multi Point Link 

attractive because it can be used to distribute fiber optic network capacity and acts as a 

broadband backbone for DSL switches and routers. 

 

For creating such connections we recommend to use our 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz wireless CPE, 

Outdoor Bridge High power or Multiband Router. 
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3. The InfiNet is a Point-to-Point Multiplexer 

aggregating fractional E1 and Ethernet traffic 

over a 2.6 Mbps full du- plex  wireless  link,  

extending  data/voice  transmission  up to 70 

Km. 

E1/T1 Solution - Infinet 

1. The unique capabilities of the InfiLINK & 

InfiLINK 2x2 in  transporting  both  Ethernet/IP  

and  TDM  traffic  over  a wireless link make it 

ideal for a variety of applications in- cluding: 

 Wireless backhauling of cellular base 
stations 

 Wireless Local Loop (WLL) Connection of  
LANs and PBXs at dispersed campus    
locations 

4. The ability of the InfiLINK & InfiLINK 

2x2 to transport both Ethernet/IP and TDM 

traffic over a wireless link makes it ideal for 

a variety of applications including: 

 Connectivity of LANs and PBXs at  

dispersed campus locations 

 Wireless backhauling of cellular base   

stations and Wire- less Local Loop (WLL) 

 License-free  fixed  wireless  is  also  

commonly  used  for backup links and   

disaster recovery as well as for temporary 

facilities such as army camps, construction 

sites and mining operations. 

2. The InfiLINK & InfiLINK 2x2 can 

transmit a full E1/ T1 (2 Mbps) of Ethernet 

traffic or a combination of frac- tional  E1/T1 

 and  Ethernet  using  direct  sequence  spread 

spectrum (W-CDMA), which also enhances 

security. 

WIRELESS BACKHAUL 
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Leased Line Replacement 

Eliminate Dependence on Leased Lines 

1. InfiLINK & InfiLINK 2x2 E1/T1 backhaul 

solutions combine wireless backhaul with an 

E1/T1 over IP gateway and superior network 

management and monitoring tool letting 

operators maintain their own highly reliable 

and flexible backhaul networks. 

2.  Wireless E1/T1 backhaul is not restricted 

by the placement or availability of existing 

leased lines. 

3. Leased lines usually come with many 

burdens; such as difficulty in changing 

locations, lengthy delays requesting service 

changes and the addition of features is often 

complicated or impossible. 

4.  Voice and data are easily and reliably 

transported giving mobile operators and 

enterprise/private network operator‟s 

tremendous flexibility to support numerous 

applications. 

KEY 
APPLICATIONS: 

 

• Leased line replacement 

• Remote PBX access 

• Redundant E1/T1 broadband access 

• PBX-to-PBX extension applications 

• Cellular backhaul 

• Centrex and CLASS services wireless 

extension 

• Disaster recovery and special events 

communications 
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GSM Cellular Backhaul 

KEY 
APPLICATIONS: 

 

• Eliminate dependence on landline 

operators 

• Expand into remote areas 

• Choose alternatives to leased 

lines 

• Deliver high quality, secure 

transport of GSM  traffic 

• Address new or underserved 

markets 

• Maintain investment in T1/E1 

interfaces for BTS  and BSC 

equipment. 

 

1. TGSI   E1/T1  backhaul  

solutions combine  wireless  

backhaul  with  an E1/T1  over  

IP  gateway  and  superior 

network management and 

monitoring tool  letting  

operators  maintain  their own 

highly reliable and flexible 

backhaul networks. 

3.  TGSI   wireless  

backhaul  solutions allow  

GSM  operators  to  

expand  into new  service  

areas  while  maintaining 

existing legacy E1/T1 

network equipment. 

2. With a wireless E1/T1 

solution from TGSI, 

innovative service providers 

can save thousands of 

dollars in leased line costs, 

or expand in remote areas 

where the business model 

was previously unfeasible. 

“TGSI offers a comprehensive end-to-end product portfolio 

specifically developed and tested to meet GSM operator 

requirements . “  

MAP 

eMAP 
Mesh Link 
      Ch 149 

Mesh Link 
Ch 153 

MAP RAP 

AP AP 

L E G E N D  
 

RAP = Root (wired) AP 
MAP = Mesh (wireless) AP 
eMAP = Ethernet (wired) AP 

District HQ 

School/Hospital 

School/Hospital 



• A HotSpot is any location where Wi-Fi 

broadband network access is made 

publicly available through a WLAN. 
 

• Located in heavily populated places 

and typically have a short range of 

access. 
 

• HotSpot consist of one or several 

wireless access points installed inside 

buildings and/ or adjoining outdoor 

areas. 
 

• These AP's are typically networked 

to printers and/or a shared High-

speed Internet connection. 
 

• TGSI‟s products are an excellent 

choice for wireless hotspots to 

securely provide private or public 

network and broadband Internet 

access. 
 

• For corporate users, hotspot access 

removes the time and cost 

associated with manual guest access 

setup for visitors and for public 

service providers. 
 

• TGSI provides a cost effective route 

to quickly establish a hotspot 

service, wherever they wish. 

HOTSPOT (WIFI) 
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Security and surveillance is one of 

the fastest growing applications for 

fixed wireless equipment. 

Government agencies, municipalities, 

and private enterprises are all in the 

process of enhancing security 

through the use of increased video 

Surveillance. 

 

TGSI wireless bridges have been 

designed to work seamlessly with 

IP video Codec‟s to provide highly 

flexible surveillance solutions that 

can rapidly deployed where it 

would be physically or financially 

prohibitive using traditional 

hardwired CCTV . 

 

TGSI‟s  market-leading High-capacity 

– up to 300 Mbps throughput provide 

more than enough bandwidth for 

today‟s high performance CCTV 

systems and also works seamlessly 

with our own outdoor surveillance 

solution. 

 Freeway and city traffic   
    monitoring Construction 
 Military Installation Perimeter  
    Security 
 Port/Harbor/Airport Security  
    Monitoring 
 Public Safety Parks Monitoring 
 

 Site Monitoring 
 
 Industrial/Plant Monitoring 

 
 Campus Monitoring 

 
 Railroad Monitoring 

KEY FACTS: 

WIRELESS SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE 
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RURAL INTERNET AND TELEPHONY 

• Voice telephony has been the main option 

for providing access to telecommunications 

in rural areas. 

• Each rural district or community requires a 

different mix of voice, text, image, video 

and audio communications to best meet its 

needs 

• Telecommunication network operators must 

be able to support the widest possible 

range of services and/or ap- plications and 

different bandwidth levels at a reasonable 

cost. 

• The Internet (with the unavailability of IP 

network in rural area) is the most widely 

used platform used to de- liver multimedia 

applications in rural areas of developing 

countries. 

 

• Satellite broadcasting has also been widely 

adopted in distance education programs 

and other videoconferenc- ing-based 

consultations in remote areas. 

 

• The two platforms are expected to converge 

as Internet broadcasting and satellite-based 

Internet links continue to be developed. 

• Today, a wide variety of new applications 

are being introduced for rural communities 

 e-mail 

 e-commerce 

 tele-education 

 tele-health 

 tele-medicine 

 voice connectivity 
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RURAL INTERNET AND TELEPHONY 

The following are basic requirements for communication systems deployed in rural 

areas of developing countries: 

• Implementation and operation is possible at a low cost in areas where 

population density is low. 

• The system can be easily installed, even in remote and inaccessible locations. 

• System operation and maintenance may be carried out even where qualified 

technical personnel are scarce. 

• Implementation is possible even when ba- sic infrastructure such as mains: 

electricity, running water, paved road networks, etc., are absent. 

• An increasing number of technologies are available that can meet the above 

requirements at a reasonable cost to rural network operators. 
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1. Metro mesh is a wireless network topology that 

is gaining popularity in urban and suburban areas. 

Laptops, PDAs, IP phones and other wireless 

devices communicate with each other using 

standard Wi-Fi (802.11a and g) protocols 

 

2. The “Mesh” is a Layer-3 protocol that allows 

the net- work to be dynamic–automatically 

shifting users be- tween radio bands on a 

common network as required by the 

environment. 

The Mesh Network Specialists of InfiNet Wireless 

implement seamless, metropolitan-scale mesh 

networks in order to bring innovative wireless 

services to municipalities wireless services such 

as: 

• Mobile Internet access 

• Residential and small business broadband 
Internet access 

• Video surveillance 

• Wireless meter reading 

• Wi-Fi phone access 

3. Bottom-Line Benefits for Municipalities 

Separate communities of users police, field 

workers, and even private citizens can operate 

independently, and securely, on a single 

segmented metro mesh network. In this way, a 

municipality is able to maximize the utility of its 

high- speed wireless mesh network and realize 

the greatest possible returns. 

Wireless Services for Public Transit 

 TGSI is a leading provider of wireless services for public transit including wireless communications 

on commuter boats and rail lines. 

 The public transit-based wireless services provided by InfiNet Wireless Metro Mesh offer benefits to 

cities, towns and citizens that are unavailable from any other source. 

 A Metro Mesh node is installed on the top of buildings within the City area and provides coverage to 

the ground and into buildings. 

 This makes it ideal for VoIP carriage and other time sensitive traffic. As soon we assure continuous 

coverage we test the system up to 160 Km/h, so you can drive around the city and have 

continuous coverage without problems of connection. 

METRO MESH NETWORK 
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Point-to-Multipoint topology for connectivity 

for tens of remote oil drilling sites and 

borders. Coverage radius >  20 kilometers. 

 

PTP channels ranging up to 65 kilometers 

provide con- nectivity for video surveillance 

and data transfers from water reservoirs for 

the Ministry of Water of the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. 
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Saudi Arabia Broadband 

Connectivity School Program 

120  schools and 5 universities in Jeddah, Riyadh, 

Bahrain and Dammam and suburbs now have 

broadband connections which enables students & 

teachers to use the Internet and have access to: 

• The latest information 

• Common online libraries 

• Educational films & lecture 

• Expedite document circulation 

• Conduct online examinations and regional 
competitions 

 

 

Public Safety & Mesh 

Projects 

 
Equipments and Features 

• Single- and Quad-radio units 

• Robust outdoor design: -40..+60 C, 100% 
condensing humidity 

• Lightning and EMI protected 

• Variety of Power options: +12..+27 
(+48)VDC; 250..110~VAC 

• Custom streetlight mounts are available 

• Multi-band wireless bridges/routers 

• Arbitrary fully-connected self-deploying 
(MESH) topology 

• Effective support of fixed and mobile nodes 

• Frequency bands – any permitted by 
national laws (4.9 GHz - USA; 2.3-2.4GHz, 
4.95-6.06GHz – worldwide) 

• Multiple security layers ensure data and 
network integrity 

• Reliable Hand Off – >100 mph 
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Government & Municipalities 

WHO WE SERVE 
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Military, Defense & Law Enforcement 
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Aviation & Aerospace 

WHO WE SERVE 
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Healthcare Organizations & Systems 
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Educational Institutions 

WHO WE SERVE 
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TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS 
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• Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Communications and 
Information Technology 

• King Faisal Specialist Hospital & Research Center 

• Go/Atheeb Operator  

• Saudi Telecommunications Company 

• Mobily/Etihad Etisalat 

• Alissa Group 

• SEC National Grid SA 

• Siemens 

• Saudi Arabia National Guard 

• Southern Province Cement Company 

• Baud Telecom Company 

• Schlumberger   

• Barclay’s Bank 

 

...AND MANY MORE! 

OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 
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 STAY 
  
 

 CONNECTED 

 
  

7362 Futures Drive, Suite 25 
Orlando, FL 32819 

407-751-4462 

 
www.tgsi.us 

 
 

“The key to our client service is our seamless integration of functional expertise  
& deep industry knowledge-on a global scale” 

http://www.tgsi.us/

